2019 SANTA CRUZ FORESTRY CHALLENGE
STUDENT EVALUATION FORM

84 Responses
Thank you for participating in the 2019 Santa Cruz Forestry Challenge. Without your enthusiastic participation, this event would not be possible. We would like to improve this event in the future, and you can help by completing this evaluation form. If you need more room, want to explain an answer, or let us know anything else, use the backside! Thank you.

1. Did you use the FC website to help you prepare for the event?
   YES 64 / NO 19 / DIDN'T USE 0

2. Did you meet with a forester before coming to the event?
   YES 46 / NO 37

3. About how many hours did you spend preparing?
   0-3 34 / 4-8 24 / 9+ 25

4. Please rate the following parts of the event:
   Field Training   EXCELLENT 26   GOOD 45   FAIR 12   POOR 0
   Focus Topic & Fieldtrip   EXCELLENT 42   GOOD 26   FAIR 12   POOR 1
   Field Testing   EXCELLENT 28   GOOD 44   FAIR 10   POOR 1
   Food / Accommodations   EXCELLENT 30   GOOD 31   FAIR 17   POOR 5
   Social Activities   EXCELLENT 22   GOOD 32   FAIR 23   POOR 6

5. What was your favorite academic part of the event and why?
   28 – Training/Learning   21- Data Collection   18 - Testing
   4 – Focus Topic   3 – Work Time   2 – Ask a Forester   1- Everything

6. What was your favorite non-academic part of the event and why?
   48 – Free Time   25 – Night Hike   4 – Food
   2 - Rec Room   1 – Being Outdoors

7. Are you more or less likely to pursue an education in forestry, logging or natural resources?
   MORE 53 / LESS 8 / NO CHANGE 22
8. Please provide a one sentence “testimonial” about the Forestry Challenge:

“I found my true love here, Forestry.”

“The Forestry Challenge is a wonderful opportunity for students to explore their passion and gain a real-world experience; which is a fundamental part of academic growth.”

“I really enjoyed the field testing because the foresters were so kind and helpful.”

“Being able to come here & have new experiences that I would have never been able to have otherwise is the best part of the Forestry Challenge.”

“My favorite academic part of the event was learning about THP’s and NTMP’s because it is a very interesting topic.”

“I enjoyed the field trip because I felt at home applying what I learned to actual forestry.”

“I had fun doing the field testing and it would be cool to do this as a job.”

“I learned just how much goes into forestry, and it’s not as simple as some make it sound.”